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Quick Starts are automated reference deployments that use AWS CloudFormation
templates to deploy key technologies on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud, following
AWS best practices.

Overview
This Quick Start reference deployment guide provides step-by-step instructions for
deploying a preclinical, cloud-based research infrastructure and optional informatics
software on the AWS Cloud.
This Quick Start is for teams or individuals who are responsible for managing informatics
infrastructure for a biotech company. Whether your company is new to the cloud or has
some existing cloud infrastructure, the Biotech Blueprint provides the informatics software
your researchers need, and implements it by following industry best practices.

Informatics on AWS
The Biotech Blueprint eliminates guesswork, common mistakes, and delays by
encapsulating and delivering AWS best practices for cloud computing in turnkey fashion.
The Blueprint works back from the infrastructure and applications used by successful,
later-stage biotech companies. It uses existing knowledge and best practices to give young
companies, or those new to the cloud, key capabilities and protections when they start out.
It delivers solutions that are right-sized for each company’s stage of life and that are
flexible, extensible, and built on a foundation that helps provide robust security, reliability,
and compliance.
The Blueprint sets up a virtual data center by creating virtual private clouds (VPCs) in your
AWS account. It automatically configures this infrastructure for identity management,
access control, encryption key management, network configuration, logging, alarms,
partitioned environments (for example, to separate preclinical, clinical, and management
processes), and built-in compliance auditing.
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You can also use the Blueprint Quick Start to deploy the industry’s leading scientific
research applications into this virtual data center automatically. You can deploy electronic
lab notebooks (ELNs), laboratory information management systems (LIMS), assay
screening and sample management tools, chemical compound registries, and analytics and
visualization tools. Full versions of these products can be tested or purchased and
automatically installed into your AWS environment in under an hour.
Note The current version of this Quick Start supports the add-on tools listed in the
Participating Informatics ISVs section.

Costs and Licenses
You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this Quick Start
reference deployment. There is no additional cost for using the Quick Start.
The AWS CloudFormation template for this Quick Start includes configuration parameters
that you can customize. Some of these settings may affect the cost of deployment. For cost
estimates, see the pricing pages for each AWS service you will be using. Prices are subject to
change.
You don’t need a license to deploy the Biotech Blueprint core template. If you choose to use
one of the participating ISV templates, licensing information is detailed on the ISV
documentation pages, and additional pricing, terms, and conditions may apply. See the list
of participating informatics vendors and links to their documentation later in this guide.

Core Architecture
Deploying the master template of the Biotech Blueprint launches the following set of nested
templates:
Template

Purpose

Master

Launches all the other templates.

IAM

Creates a basic AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) configuration with
custom policies, groups, and roles.

Config Rules

Sets up baseline AWS Config rules for monitoring.

Logging

Enables AWS CloudTrail, Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) buckets,
and bucket policies for logging and archive data. Creates standard Amazon
CloudWatch alarms for security-related CloudTrail events.
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Template

Purpose

Management VPC

Configures a secure VPC for management functions that support the production
VPC, and includes subnets, NAT gateways, route tables, and custom network
access control list (network ACL) rules.

Preclininical VPC

Configures a secure VPC for informatics and research applications. This VPC
includes subnets, NAT gateways, route tables, and custom network ACL rules.

Networking

Deploys an internal Domain Name System (DNS) and creates peering
relationships between the production and management VPCs.

AWS Systems Manager

Deploys a number of Systems Manager Parameter Store keys with resource IDs.

Client VPN endpoint
(optional)

Creates an AWS Client VPN endpoint to allow users to securely network into the
VPCs created by the Quick Start.

AWS Service Catalog
(optional)

Creates an AWS Service Catalog portfolio of the informatics software made
available by the Biotech Blueprint partners and community.

Figure 1: VPC architecture for Biotech Blueprint core template on AWS
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The core templates set up the following:


A highly available architecture that spans two Availability Zones.



A preclinical VPC configured with public and private subnets according to AWS best
practices, to provide you with your own virtual network on AWS. This is where
informatics and research applications will run.



A management VPC configured with public and private subnets, to support the future
addition of IT-centric workloads such as Active Directory, security appliances, and
virtual desktop interfaces.



Redundant, managed NAT gateways to allow outbound internet access for resources in
the private subnets.



Certificate-based virtual private network (VPN) services through the use of AWS Client
VPN endpoints.



Private, split-horizon DNS with Amazon Route 53.



Best-practice IAM groups and policies based on separation of duties, designed to follow
the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) guidelines.



A set of automated checks and alerts to notify you when AWS Config detects insecure
configurations.



Account-level logging, audit, and storage mechanisms designed to follow NIST
guidelines.



A secure way to remotely join the preclinical VPC network by using the AWS Client VPN
endpoint. This endpoint enables you to reach private resources over an encrypted
connection.



A prepopulated set of AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store key/value pairs for
common resource IDs. This is especially useful for future AWS CloudFormation or
Service Catalog software deployments.



An optional Service Catalog portfolio of common informatics software that can be easily
deployed into your preclinical VPC.

Participating Informatics ISVs
When you deploy the master template, you can choose to deploy the Biotech Blueprint
Informatics Service Catalog, which includes software from the following AWS partners. The
Biotech Blueprint master template will create the Service Catalog in your account, and you
can then selectively deploy the products you want when you are ready. You can also use the
template and launch links provided in the following table.
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Category

ISV

Product

To install

Large molecule R&D, ELN

Benchling

Molecular Biology Suite

View template | Launch
template

Compound registry

ChemAxon

Compound Registration

View template | Launch
template

Knowledge management

Dotmatics

Dotmatics suite

Learn more | View guide

Genomics analysis

Nextflow

Nextflow

Learn more | View guide

Sample management

Titian

Mosaic
FreezerManagement

Learn more | View guide

Each product deploys into the VPC architecture created by the master Biotech Blueprint
template. The ISV deployments generally fall into two categories: instance-based and SaaS.

Instance-based Deployments
These deployments typically create resources such as a load balancer, application server,
and database server in the appropriate subnets in your VPC architecture.

Figure 2: Instance-based ISV deployments
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SaaS-based Deployments
These deployments typically create secure AWS PrivateLink VPC endpoints between your
VPC resources and the SaaS vendor’s network by using AWS PrivateLink. For information
about the security and networking benefits of AWS PrivateLink compared with traditional
SaaS consumption, see the AWS documentation. Users who connect to the preclinical VPC
by using the AWS VPN Client endpoint will have all SaaS traffic routed through that AWS
PrivateLink endpoint instead of going through the internet by using split-horizon DNS.

Figure 3: SaaS-based ISV deployments

Prerequisites
Specialized Knowledge
Before you deploy this Quick Start, we recommend that you become familiar with the
following AWS services. (If you are new to AWS, see Getting Started with AWS.)


Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS)



Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2)



Amazon Route 53
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Amazon Relational Database Service (Amazon RDS)



Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC)



AWS CloudFormation



AWS PrivateLink (for SaaS-based deployments)

December 2019

Technical Requirements
Before you deploy the Biotech Blueprint core template:


Review the service limits and service usage of your AWS account and request increases if
required, to ensure that there is available capacity to launch resources in your account.
You will need sufficient account limits for VPCs (2), Elastic IP addresses (7), and IAM
groups (6).



Make sure that your AWS account is set up with at least one SSH key pair in the AWS
Region where you plan to deploy. (See the list of supported regions.)



Manually set up and turn on AWS Config (optional).

Follow these instructions to ensure you have these three things in place before you
continue.

Deployment Steps
Step 1. Prepare Your AWS Account
1. If you don’t already have an AWS account, create one at https://aws.amazon.com by
following the on-screen instructions.
2. Use the region selector in the navigation bar to choose the AWS Region where you want
to deploy your infrastructure on AWS.
Note This Quick Start currently supports the following AWS Regions:
● us-east-1 – US East (N. Virginia)
● us-west-2 – US West (Oregon)
● eu-west-1 – EU (Ireland)
3. Make sure that you have satisfied the technical requirements described in the previous
section.
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Step 2. Launch the Quick Start
Note You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this
Quick Start reference deployment. There is no additional cost for using this Quick
Start. For full details, see the pricing pages for each AWS service you will be using in
this Quick Start. Prices are subject to change.
1. Launch the core template into your AWS account:

Deploy

• Biotech core
template

Deploying the core infrastructure takes about 20 minutes. The complete deployment
can take up to an hour, depending on the informatics packages you choose.
2. Check the region that’s displayed in the upper-right corner of the navigation bar, and
change it if necessary. This is where the network infrastructure for the Quick Start will
be built. The template is launched in the US West (Oregon) Region by default.
Note This Quick Start currently supports three regions: us-east-1, us-west-2,
and eu-west-1.
3. On the Select Template page, keep the default setting for the template URL, and then
choose Next.
4. On the Specify Details page, change the stack name if needed. Review the parameters
for the template. Provide values for the parameters that require input. For all other
parameters, review the default settings and customize them as necessary. When you
finish reviewing and customizing the parameters, choose Next.
In the following tables, parameters are listed by category.
View template
DNS information:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Preferred internal 2nd level
domain name
(pInternalDnsSecondLevelDomain)

corp

The second-level domain to be used by biotech
blueprint resources. This would be the mycompany
portion of mycompany.com.
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Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Preferred internal top level
domain name
(pInternalDnsTLDDomain)

com

The top-level domain name to be used by biotech
blueprint resources. This would be the com portion of
mycompany.com.

Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Availability Zones
(pAvailabilityZones)

Requires input

The list of Availability Zones to use for the subnets in
the VPC. The Quick Start uses two Availability Zones
from your list and preserves the logical order you
specify.

A and B CIDR blocks for
preclinical VPC
(pPreclinicalVPCCidrAandBBlock)

10.82

The preferred A and B CIDR block for the preclinical
VPC. For example, this would be 10.82 in
10.82.0.0/20.

A and B CIDR blocks for
management VPC
(pManagementVPCCidrAandBBlock)

10.81

The preferred A and B CIDR block for the
management VPC. For example, this would be 10.81
in 10.81.0.0/20.

Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Notification email address
(pNotifyEmail)

Requires input

Notification email address for security events (you
will receive a confirmation email).

Support AWS Config
(pSupportConfig)

No

Set to Yes to add AWS Config rules to your
deployment, if you have previously deployed a
Configuration Recorder.

Key pair
(pKeyPairName)

Requires input

A public/private key pair, which allows you to
connect securely to your NAT instance after it
launches. This is the key pair you created in your
preferred region. This is required, but it is used only if
the AWS Region doesn’t support NAT gateways.

Parameter

Default

Description

Create a Client VPN endpoint
(pCreateClientVPNEndpoint)

Yes

Set this parameter to No if you have your own VPN
solution and you don’t want to deploy the AWS Client
VPN endpoint. This is a managed VPN solution to
securely access the VPCs created by the Quick Start.

VPN Client CIDR range (when
connected)
(pClientCidr)

11.0.0.0/16

The CIDR range that your VPN clients can use to
access the VPCs created by the Quick Start. If you’re
unsure, keep the default setting.

Networking information:

Misc options:

Managed VPN:
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Parameter

Default

Description

Inbound VPN Client CIDR range
(for ingress)
(pTargetNetworkCidr)

Requires input

The CIDR range your VPN clients will be coming
from. This could be your corporate network, or you
can use 0.0.0.0/0 to make the VPCs public.

Biotech Blueprint Informatics catalog:
Parameter

Default

Description

Create Informatics Catalog?
(pLaunchServiceCatalogPortfolio)

Yes

Set this parameter to No if you don’t want to use AWS
Service Catalog to install additional informatics
products from participating ISVs after deployment.

Parameter

Default

Description

Quick Start S3 bucket name
(QSS3BucketName)

aws-quickstart

The S3 bucket you have created for your copy of Quick
Start assets, if you decide to customize or extend the
Quick Start for your own use. The bucket name can
include numbers, lowercase letters, uppercase letters,
and hyphens, but should not start or end with a
hyphen.

Quick Start S3 key prefix
(QSS3KeyPrefix)

quickstartbiotechblueprint/

The S3 key name prefix used to simulate a folder for
your copy of Quick Start assets, if you decide to
customize or extend the Quick Start for your own use.
This prefix can include numbers, lowercase letters,
uppercase letters, hyphens, and forward slashes.

AWS Quick Start configuration:

5. On the Options page, you can specify tags (key-value pairs) for resources in your stack
and set advanced options. When you’re done, choose Next.
6. On the Review page, review and confirm the template settings. Under Capabilities,
select the check box to acknowledge that the template will create IAM resources.
7. Choose Create to deploy the stack.
8. Monitor the status of the stack. You will notice that the core template will very quickly
launch several other nested templates. When the status of the core template is
CREATE_COMPLETE, the core deployment of the Biotech Blueprint is ready.
9. Use the URLs displayed in the Outputs tab for the stack to view the resources that were
created.
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Step 3. Test the Deployment
Check the VPCs and Subnets
You can verify that the VPCs were created properly by visiting the Subnets page in the VPC
console. For the preclinical VPC, you should see two public subnets, two application
subnets, and two database subnets. For the management VPC, you should see two public
subnets and two private subnets.
Connect to the Preclinical VPC (Optional)
If you chose to deploy the AWS Client VPN endpoint by using the default setting of the
Create a Client VPN endpoint (pCreateClientVPNEndpoint) parameter during
deployment, follow these steps to remotely connect to your preclinical VPC via VPN.
1. When the deployment is complete, you will see several nested stacks listed in the AWS
CloudFormation console. Look or filter for the ClientVPN stack, select it, and then
check the Resources tab for that stack.
2. Use the rVpnConfigBucket link to open the S3 bucket that contains the router
configuration file, the client key, and the certificate.

Figure 4: ClientVPN endpoint stack resources
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3. Download the three files you see and drop them into the OpenVPN client software
configuration folder on your computer.

Figure 5: Router configuration, client key, and client certificate files

4. Use your OpenVPN client software to open a VPN connection to the preclinical VPC.
When you are connected, you will be able to reach resources that are deployed inside the
VPC’s private subnets.

Step 4. (Optional) Deploy ISV tools
If you chose to deploy the Biotech Blueprint Informatics Service Catalog by using the
default setting of the Create Informatics Catalog? (pLaunchServiceCatalogPortfolio)
parameter during deployment, you can see those tools available to launch in the AWS
Service Catalog console, in the products list. You will see product-specific support links in
Service Catalog with additional information about getting started with those tools.
For a list of available informatics software, see the Participating Informatics ISVs section
earlier in this guide.

Best Practices Implemented by the Biotech Blueprint
The Biotech Blueprint Quick Start builds a cloud environment based on these best
practices:


Multi-AZ architecture intended for high availability.



Isolation of instances between private and public subnets.



Security groups that limit access to only necessary services.



Network access control list (ACL) rules to filter traffic into subnets as an additional layer
of network security.
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Standard IAM policies with associated groups and roles, exercising the principle of least
privilege.



Monitoring and logging; alerts and notifications for critical events.



S3 buckets (with security features enabled) for logging, archive, and application data.



Implementation of proper load balancing and Auto Scaling capabilities.



Internal Application Load Balancers.



Amazon RDS with default backup configurations.

Security Controls Created by the Biotech Blueprint


AWS Client VPN Endpoints for corporate, lab, or remote access into the cloud
environment.



Basic IAM configuration with custom policies, with associated groups, roles, and
instance profiles.



Standard, external-facing Multi-AZ architecture with separate subnets for different
application tiers and private (back-end) subnets for application and database.



Amazon S3 buckets for encrypted web content, logging, and backup data.



Standard Amazon VPC security groups for Amazon EC2 instances and load balancers
used in the stacks for software from informatics vendors.*



Three-tier web applications that use Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling and Elastic Load
Balancing, and Amazon RDS, which is bootstrapped with informatics applications.*



PrivateLink endpoints between your VPC and software from participating SaaS
informatics ISVs.*



Optional Multi-AZ Amazon RDS database (Oracle, PostgreSQL, MySQL).*



Logging, monitoring, and alerts using AWS CloudTrail, Amazon CloudWatch, and AWS
Config rules.
* This functionality is vendor-dependent.
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FAQ
Q. I encountered a CREATE_FAILED error when I launched the Quick Start.
A. If AWS CloudFormation fails to create the stack, we recommend that you relaunch the
template with Rollback on failure set to No. (This setting is under Advanced in the
AWS CloudFormation console, Options page.) With this setting, the stack’s state will be
retained and the instance will be left running, so you can troubleshoot the issue. (Look at
the log files in %ProgramFiles%\Amazon\EC2ConfigService and C:\cfn\log.)
Important When you set Rollback on failure to No, you will continue to incur
AWS charges for this stack. Please make sure to delete the stack when you finish
troubleshooting.
For additional information, see Troubleshooting AWS CloudFormation on the AWS
website.
Q. I encountered a size limitation error when I deployed the AWS Cloudformation
templates.
A. We recommend that you launch the Quick Start templates from the location we’ve
provided or from another S3 bucket. If you deploy the templates from a local copy on your
computer or from a non-S3 location, you might encounter template size limitations when
you create the stack. For more information about AWS CloudFormation limits, see the AWS
documentation.

Git Repository
You can visit our GitHub repository to download the templates and scripts for this Quick
Start, to post your comments, and to share your customizations with others.

Additional Resources
AWS services


Amazon EBS
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/AmazonEBS.html



Amazon EC2
https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/ec2/



Amazon VPC
https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/vpc/
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AWS CloudFormation
https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/cloudformation/

ISV documentation


OpenVPN
https://openvpn.net/



ChemAxon
https://docs.chemaxon.com/display/docs/Compound+Registration+User%27s+Guide



Benchling
https://docs.benchling.com/



Titian Mosaic FreezerManagement
https://www.titian.co.uk/products/aws-mosaic-freezermanagement

Quick Start reference deployments


AWS Quick Start home page
https://aws.amazon.com/quickstart/
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